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About this Teacher’s Guide

This Teacher’s Guide provides teachers with information about music in the Holocaust and would work seamlessly with many of the Museum of History and Holocaust Education’s other educational opportunities. To inquire about availability, please email us at mhheeducation@kennesaw.edu.

This curriculum guide for **sixth through twelfth grade** teachers and their students will explore the different roles music played during the Holocaust. Although many of the lessons in this guide focus on Social Studies standards, the activities are designed to be cross-curricular and can also be used for English Language Arts and Advanced Placement classes.

From the rise of Nazism in Germany to the end of World War II, governments and individuals used music for a variety of reasons. While the Nazi regime incorporated music into films and mass rallies as a propaganda tool, Jews living in segregated communities, ghettos, and even camps, maintained a sense of community and tradition through music. The power of music to corrupt, exclude, provoke, encourage, and save is evident in the history of this dark period.

This guide is organized by individual lessons that are intended to take between one and two class periods to complete. We recognize, however, that not all teachers will be able to dedicate this amount of time to the topic of the Holocaust; the activities, therefore, can be pulled out of the lessons and stand alone as individual parts.

In designing this guide we also sought to place a heavy emphasis on primary sources to teach this topic. All primary sources and worksheets that are needed for each lesson are included in the guide. Sources include links to online resources and lyrics.

**Teachers should review all resources provided in this guide before sharing them with students to determine the appropriateness for their class.**

**Credits:** The descriptions, activities, and graphics in this guide were developed by James Newberry, Richard Harker, Dr. Catherine Lewis, Dr. Julia Brock, Mary Kate Keappler, Zoila Torres, and intern Maura Finlay of Kennesaw State University’s Museum of History and Holocaust Education. Additional content and advice were provided by Kennesaw State University Composer-in-Residence Dr. Laurence Sherr.
Overview:

Music has been essential to German culture and national identity for centuries. For the Nazis, music was seen not only as a source of national pride but also a tool that was used to reshape German society to reflect the racial and cultural ideology of the Third Reich. Shortly after taking power in 1933 Nazi officials sought to “coordinate” German music by establishing the Reich Chamber of Music to supervise all musical activities in Germany and encourage music that upheld “Aryan” values. Orchestras and conservatories were nationalized and subsidized by the state, while popular performers were recruited to serve as propaganda outlets for the Reich. Jewish musicians were stripped of their positions, and those who chose or were forced to remain in Germany formed the Jewish Culture Association (“Jüdischer Kulturbund”) to operate an orchestra, theater, and opera company composed of Jewish performers. The Nazis also ascribed a racial element to music, denouncing popular music like jazz and modern, avant-garde orchestral compositions as corrupting influences on traditional German values. A 1938 exhibition in Düsseldorf entitled “Entartete Musik” condemned this so-called “degenerate” music and the artists who performed it.

In the ghettos and concentration camps, music was used as a form of spiritual and cultural resistance against the Nazis. Orchestras, choirs, and other musical groups were formed in many ghettos to give clandestine performances for residents. The ghetto at Terezín (Theresienstadt in German), which the Nazis used for propaganda purposes as a “model ghetto,” held many prominent Jewish musicians and composers from across Europe, including Gideon Klein, Hans Krása, Pavel Haas, and Viktor Ullmann. Music composed and performed in Theresienstadt and other ghettos reflect the dire living conditions under the Nazis and longing for what was destroyed. Several concentration camps, including Auschwitz, Sachsenhausen, and Buchenwald, had prisoner orchestras that were forced to give performances for SS officers and visiting dignitaries. For these performers, music became a form of “useful work” that could help guarantee survival.

**Georgia Standards of Excellence correlated with *Music in the Holocaust* activities:**

These lessons meet the criteria for the following Georgia Standards of Excellence:

**SIXTH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES**

**SS6H3:** Explain conflict and change in Europe.

**READING STANDARDS FOR LITERACY IN HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES GRADES 6-8:**

L6-8RHSS1 Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources.
L6-8RHSS2 Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary of the source distinct from prior knowledge or opinions.
L6-8RHSS3 Identify key steps in a text’s description of a process related to history/social studies (e.g., how a bill becomes law, how interest rates are raised or lowered).
L6-8RHSS4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including vocabulary specific to domains related to history/social studies.
L6-8RHSS5 Describe how a text presents information (e.g., sequentially, comparatively, causally).
L6-8RHSS6 Identify aspects of a text that reveal an author’s point of view or purpose (e.g., loaded language, inclusion or avoidance of particular facts).
L6-8RHSS7 Integrate visual information (e.g., in charts, graphs, photographs, videos, or maps) with other information in print and digital texts.
L6-8RHSS8 Distinguish among fact, opinion, and reasoned judgment in a text.
L6-8RHSS9 Analyze the relationship between a primary and secondary source on the same topic.
L6-8RHSS10 By the end of grade 8, read and comprehend history/social studies texts in the grades 6–8 text complexity band independently and proficiently.

**WRITING STANDARDS FOR LITERACY IN HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES, SCIENCE, AND TECHNICAL SUBJECTS GRADES 6-8:**

L6-8WHST1 Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content.
L6-8WHST2 Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical events, scientific procedures/experiments, or technical processes.
L6-8WHST7 Conduct short research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated question), drawing on several sources and generating additional related, focused questions that allow for multiple avenues of exploration.
L6-8WHST8 Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, using search terms effectively; assess the credibility and accuracy of each source; and quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for citation.
L6-8WHST9 Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis reflection, and research.
### L6-8WHST10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for reflection and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.

### HIGH SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES

**SSWH19:** Demonstrate an understanding of the global political, economic, and social impact of World War II.

### READING STANDARDS FOR LITERACY IN HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES, GRADES 9-10:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L9-10RHSS1</td>
<td>Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources, attending to such features as the date and origin of the information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9-10RHSS2</td>
<td>Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary of how key events or ideas develop over the course of the text.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9-10RHSS3</td>
<td>Analyze in detail a series of events described in a text; determine whether earlier events caused later ones or simply preceded them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9-10RHSS4</td>
<td>Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including vocabulary describing political, social, or economic aspects of history/social science.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9-10RHSS8</td>
<td>Assess the extent to which the reasoning and evidence in a text support the author's claims.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9-10RHSS9</td>
<td>Compare and contrast treatments of the same topic in several primary and secondary sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9-10RHSS10</td>
<td>By the end of grade 10, read and comprehend history/social studies texts in the grades 9–10 text complexity band independently and proficiently.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WRITING STANDARDS FOR LITERACY IN HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES, SCIENCE, AND TECHNICAL SUBJECTS GRADES 9-10:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L9-10WHST1</td>
<td>Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9-10WHST2</td>
<td>Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical events, scientific procedures/experiments, or technical processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9-10WHST4</td>
<td>Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9-10WHST7</td>
<td>Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9-10WHST8</td>
<td>Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; assess the usefulness of each source in answering the research question; integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for citation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9-10WHST9</td>
<td>Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9-10WHST10</td>
<td>Write routinely over extended time frames (time for reflection and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Grades 11-12:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L11-12RHSS1</td>
<td>Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources, connecting insights gained from specific details to an understanding of the text as a whole.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11-12RHSS2</td>
<td>Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary that makes clear the relationships among the key details and ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11-12RHSS3</td>
<td>Evaluate various explanations for actions or events and determine which explanation best accords with textual evidence, acknowledging where the text leaves matters uncertain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11-12RHSS4</td>
<td>Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including analyzing how an author uses and refines the meaning of a key term over the course of a text (e.g., how Madison defines faction in Federalist No. 10).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11-12RHSS5</td>
<td>Analyze in detail how a complex primary source is structured, including how key sentences, paragraphs, and larger portions of the text contribute to the whole.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11-12RHSS6</td>
<td>Evaluate authors’ differing points of view on the same historical event or issue by assessing the authors’ claims, reasoning, and evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11-12RHSS7</td>
<td>Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., visually, quantitatively, as well as in words) in order to address a question or solve a problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11-12RHSS8</td>
<td>Evaluate an author's premises, claims, and evidence by corroborating or challenging them with other information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11-12RHSS9</td>
<td>Integrate information from diverse sources, both primary and secondary, into a coherent understanding of an idea or event, noting discrepancies among sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11-12RHSS10</td>
<td>By the end of grade 12, read and comprehend history/social studies texts in the grades 11–12 text complexity band independently and proficiently.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects, Grades 11-12:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L11-12WHST2</td>
<td>Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical events, scientific procedures/experiments, or technical processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11-12WHST4</td>
<td>Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11-12WHST7</td>
<td>Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11-12WHST8</td>
<td>Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; assess the strengths and limitations of each source in terms of the specific task, purpose, and audience; integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and overreliance on any one source and following a standard format for citation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
L11-12WHST9 Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.
L11-12WHST10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for reflection and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.
Guidelines for Teaching the Holocaust

Source: United States Holocaust Memorial Museum

www.ushmm.org/educators/teaching-about-the-holocaust/general-teaching-guidelines

Define the term “Holocaust”

The Holocaust was the systematic, bureaucratic, state-sponsored persecution and murder of approximately six million Jews by the Nazi regime and its collaborators. During the era of the Holocaust, German authorities also targeted other groups because of their perceived “racial inferiority”: Roma (Gypsies), the disabled, and some of the Slavic peoples (Poles, Russians, and others). Other groups were persecuted on political, ideological, and behavioral grounds, among them Communists, Socialists, Jehovah’s Witnesses, and homosexuals.

Do not teach or imply that the Holocaust was inevitable

Just because a historical event took place, and it is documented in textbooks and on film, does not mean that it had to happen. This seemingly obvious concept is often overlooked by students and teachers alike. The Holocaust took place because individuals, groups, and nations made decisions to act or not to act. Focusing on those decisions provides insight into history and human nature and can help your students to become better critical thinkers.

Avoid simple answers to complex questions

The history of the Holocaust raises difficult questions about human behavior and the context within which individual decisions are made. Be wary of simplification. Seek instead to convey the nuances of this history. Allow students to think about the many factors and events that contributed to the Holocaust and that often made decision making difficult and uncertain.

Make responsible methodological choices

One of the primary concerns of educators teaching the history of the Holocaust is how to present horrific, historical images in a sensitive and appropriate manner. Graphic material should be used judiciously and only to the extent necessary to achieve the lesson objective. Try to select images and texts that do not exploit the students’ emotional vulnerability or that might be construed as disrespectful to the victims themselves. Do not skip any of the suggested topics because the visual images are too graphic; instead, use other approaches to address the material.

In studying complex human behavior, many teachers rely upon simulation exercises meant to help students “experience” unfamiliar situations. Even when great care is taken to prepare a class for such an activity, simulating experiences from the Holocaust is pedagogically unsound.
The activity may engage students, but they often forget the purpose of the lesson and, even worse, they are left with the impression that they now know what it was like to suffer or even to participate during the Holocaust. It is best to draw upon numerous primary sources, provide survivor testimony, and refrain from simulation games that lead to a trivialization of the subject matter.

Furthermore, word scrambles, crossword puzzles, counting objects, model building, and other gimmicky exercises tend not to encourage critical analysis but lead instead to low-level types of thinking and, in the case of Holocaust curricula, trivialization of the history. If the effects of a particular activity, even when popular with you and your students, run counter to the rationale for studying the history, then that activity should not be used.

**Strive for Precision of Language**

Any study of the Holocaust touches upon nuances of human behavior. Because of the complexity of the history, there is a temptation to generalize and, thus, to distort the facts (e.g., “all concentration camps were killing centers” or “all Germans were collaborators”). Avoid this by helping your students clarify the information presented and encourage them to distinguish, for example, the differences between prejudice and discrimination, collaborators and bystanders, armed and spiritual resistance, direct and assumed orders, concentration camps and killing centers, and guilt and responsibility.

Try to avoid stereotypical descriptions. Though all Jews were targeted for destruction by the Nazis, the experiences of all Jews were not the same. Remind your students that, although members of a group may share common experiences and beliefs, generalizations about them without benefit of modifying or qualifying terms (e.g., “sometimes,” “usually,” “in many cases but not all”) tend to stereotype group behavior and distort historical reality.

**Strive for balance in establishing whose perspective informs your study of the Holocaust**

Most students express empathy for victims of mass murder. However, it is not uncommon for students to assume that the victims may have done something to justify the actions against them and for students to thus place inappropriate blame on the victims themselves. One helpful technique for engaging students in a discussion of the Holocaust is to think of the participants as belonging to one of four categories: victims, perpetrators, rescuers, or bystanders. Examine the actions, motives, and decisions of each group. Portray all individuals, including victims and perpetrators, as human beings who are capable of moral judgment and independent decision making.

**Avoid Comparisons of Pain**

A study of the Holocaust should always highlight the different policies carried out by the Nazi regime toward various groups of people; however, these distinctions should not be presented as a basis for comparison of the level of suffering between those groups during the Holocaust. One cannot presume that the horror of an individual, family, or community destroyed by the Nazis was any greater than that experienced by victims of other genocides.
Avoid generalizations that suggest exclusivity such as, “The victims of the Holocaust suffered the most cruelty ever faced by a people in the history of humanity.”

**Do not romanticize history**

People who risked their lives to rescue victims of Nazi oppression provide useful, important, and compelling role models for students. But given that only a small fraction of non-Jews under Nazi occupation helped rescue Jews, an overemphasis on heroic actions in a unit on the Holocaust can result in an inaccurate and unbalanced account of the history. Similarly, in exposing students to the worst aspects of human nature as revealed in the history of the Holocaust, you run the risk of fostering cynicism in your students. Accuracy of fact, together with a balanced perspective on the history, must be a priority.

**Contextualize the history**

Events of the Holocaust, and particularly how individuals and organizations behaved at that time, should be placed in historical context. The Holocaust must be studied in the context of European history as a whole to give students a perspective on the precedents and circumstances that may have contributed to it.

**Translate statistics into people**

In any study of the Holocaust, the sheer number of victims challenges easy comprehension. Show that individual people—grandparents, parents, and children—are behind the statistics and emphasize the diversity of personal experiences within the larger historical narrative. Precisely because they portray people in the fullness of their lives and not just as victims, first-person accounts and memoir literature add individual voices to a collective experience and help students make meaning out of the statistics.
After the Nazis came to power in 1933, they passed laws restricting the rights of Jews and anyone who challenged their ideology. A network of concentration camps housed political prisoners and religious dissidents. The Nazi propaganda machine produced posters, films, and cartoons aimed directly at daily life in Germany. According to the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, the Nazi Party “wanted to change the cultural landscape: to return the country to traditional ‘German’ and ‘Nordic’ values, to excise or circumscribe Jewish, ‘foreign,’ and ‘degenerate’ influences, and to shape a racial community which aligned with Nazi ideals.”

The Nazis’ Reich Chamber of Culture enforced rules pertaining to all aspects of German culture including music. Historian James A. Grymes writes, “To assist with the restoration of Germany’s musical supremacy, the Chamber of Music made sure that only ‘good German music’ such as the compositions of Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Haydn, Mozart, and Wagner were performed.” The Nazis banned many modern musical genres, including jazz because of its African American origins. The works of Jewish-German composers such as Felix Mendelssohn and Gustav Mahler were also strictly forbidden.

With the establishment of concentration camps, Nazi officials used music to dehumanize prisoners. They ordered concentration camp inmates to sing during roll call or while working. Historian Guido Fackler writes, “The guards used singing on command to intimidate insecure prisoners: it frightened, humiliated, and degraded them.” A favorite song choice among guards was the “Horst-Wessel-Lied,” the Nazi party anthem.

**Learning Objectives:**
- Explore the role of music under the Nazi regime.
- Understand how the Nazis used music to change German culture.

**Materials needed:**
Pen/pencil, paper, projector, white board

---

**Introduction:**

1. Describe the rise of the Nazi party from the end of World War I to the election of Adolf Hitler in 1933. Explain how mass rallies and propaganda films used music to gather support for the Nazi party.

2. Explain how the Nazis promoted classical German music (unless the composers were Jewish) and tried to eliminate modern music, especially if it was composed by Jewish musicians.

*One source of background materials for teachers regarding the rise of the Nazi Party is the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum’s film: The Path to Nazi Genocide. This film can be accessed at: http://www.ushmm.org/learn/introduction-to-the-holocaust/path-to-nazi-genocide This film can be watched in sections, and may be suitable for older high school students; however, we recommend that you view this to judge the suitability of images and content for your students.*

**Part 1: Primary Source Analysis**

3. Project the lyrics of the “The Horst Wessel Song” onto the board (Source Sheet A, page 21)

   “The Horst Wessel Song”: SA (Sturmabteilung – the original paramilitary wing of the Nazi Party) officer Horst Wessel wrote the lyrics before he was killed by enemies of the Nazi party in 1929. After his death, the Nazi party made the Horst-Wessel-Lied or “The Horst Wessel Song” its official anthem and sang it at mass rallies and gatherings.

4. Instruct the students to read the lyrics and identify unfamiliar words such as:
   - **S.A.** – Nazi paramilitary organization that used intimidation and violence to gain power
   - **Red front** – Members of the Communist party in Germany
   - **Brown battalions** – Members of the S.A. wore brown uniforms
   - **Storm troopers** – Nickname for members of the S.A.
   - **Swastika** – Symbol of the Nazi party; used primarily on the flag

5. Write the following words on the board: **spirit, hope, freedom,** and **slavery.** Instruct the students to consider the meaning of these words and answer the following questions about them on a separate sheet of paper.
   - What do these words mean to you?
   - Do you think these words had the same meaning to the Nazis?
   - Why do you think the Nazi party made this song its anthem?
   - How do these words conflict with the actions of the Nazi party?

**Part 2: Group Discussion**

6. Instruct the students to form groups of three or four and compare their answers.

7. Lead the class in a discussion of “The Horst Wessel Song.” Compare and contrast each group’s answers.
Living in Germany for generations, most Jews were integrated into mainstream life before the Holocaust. They served as doctors, lawyers, business people, and public servants. Hundreds of Jewish musicians played in professional orchestras across Germany. When the Nazis came to power, however, many Jewish musicians sought positions in other European orchestras or in America. For those who stayed behind, making a career in music became increasingly difficult.

In the spring of 1933, the Nazis passed the Law for the Restoration of the Professional Civil Service, expelling Jews from public sector jobs. As James A. Grymes writes, “Jewish musicians who worked for music conservatories, orchestras, and opera companies quickly found themselves out of work.” The musicians responded by founding the Culture League of German Jews, a group dedicated to supplying incomes for Jewish musicians, providing entertainment for Jewish audiences, and preserving Jewish culture.³

During the Second World War, the culture of music remained strong in ghettos established throughout Nazi-occupied Europe. An 80-member orchestra performed concerts in the Warsaw Ghetto, where “there were also chamber music evenings, entertainment and variety shows, choir performances…and religious concerts in synagogues.” Poet and resistance fighter Shmerke Kaczerginski was imprisoned in the Vilna Ghetto in Lithuania. He arranged musical productions and wrote numerous songs that became popular in the ghetto.⁴

After mass deportations began, Jewish musicians formed orchestras in concentration camps. When Nazi officials forced prisoners to hold concerts, performing music became “a form of ‘useful work’ that could help guarantee survival.”⁵ Most Jewish musicians were deported to the Theresienstadt concentration camp, commonly referred to as Terezín. They held concerts, composed sonatas and operas, and wrote new arrangements of beloved Jewish songs.⁶ Smaller groups performed in secret, offering a temporary distraction for other prisoners.

³ Grymes, 19.
Learning Objectives:

- Explore Jewish identity through music in the Holocaust.
- Understand how music builds community.

Materials needed:
Pen/pencil, computer with Internet access

Introduction:

1. Describe the rich culture of music that existed in Jewish communities before World War II. Explain how Jewish poets and songwriters used music to instill hope in the face of Nazism.
2. Describe musical performances in ghettos and camps. Explain the dual role of music as a symbol of humanity and exploitation.

The following resources can be consulted for additional information about the role of music in the Holocaust:

- Tamara Freeman Performances | https://bit.ly/2CtIK0z

Part 1: Musician Biographies

3. Distribute copies of the musicians’ biographies to the students (Source Sheets B-D). Each student should receive one biography. Instruct the students to read the biography and answer the following questions.
   Where was he/she born?
   Where was he/she imprisoned?
   What sort of music did he/she create?
   How was his/her music preserved after the Holocaust?

4. After the students answer the questions, choose volunteers to introduce the musicians.

5. Extension Activity: Ask the students to research these individuals using the Internet. If time allows, students can also conduct research about additional Jewish musicians such as Pavel and Karel Berman.
Part 2: Listening and Analyzing

3. Play recordings from the websites below. Instruct the students to listen to the music while reading the lyrics (in English) on the attached source sheets.

Shmerke Kaczerginski’s recording available online:
https://bit.ly/2Sgo8yb
Lyrics on Source Sheet E, page 25

Frieda Burszyn Radasky’s recording available online:
Lyrics Source Sheet F, page 26

Mordecai Gebirtig’s recording available online:
Lyrics on Source Sheet G, page 27

7. Discuss class reactions to the recordings. To facilitate and inspire your discussion you may project or distribute the Library of Congress’ Analyzing Sound Recordings Worksheet that asks analytical questions to be considered when listening and analyzing music. The worksheet can be accessed at:
https://bit.ly/1HY3JBC
Resistance or fighting back took many forms during the Holocaust. Individuals, partisan groups, and governments participated in efforts to save victims of the Nazi regime and combat the German military. Active or armed resistance included strategic bombings and assassinations, but as Holocaust survivor Roman Kent said, “Resistance does not have to be with a gun and a bullet.” Acts of cultural and spiritual resistance were equally important because they gave people hope for the future.7

Creating music was an act of cultural and spiritual resistance. According to Yad Vashem, Israel’s official memorial to the Holocaust, “the freedom to sing and compose music could not be totally censored or controlled. Thus, music became a symbol of freedom.”8 Traditional songs provided entertainment and a sense of community for partisan fighters gathered around camp fires. New songs offered a means of communication between ghettos and camps. Prisoners in the Warsaw Ghetto learned “There Lies Treblinka” and warned friends and relatives of the dangers waiting at the extermination camp in eastern Poland. Singing was an act of solidarity that boosted the spirits of people who lost loved ones, saw their communities destroyed, or toiled in work camps.9

Learning Objectives:

- Explore the role of music in the resistance.
- Understand a broad definition of resistance.

Materials needed:
Pen/pencil, paper, projector, white board

Introduction:

1. Describe resistance efforts during the Holocaust. Explain the difference between active and passive resistance.

2. Describe the role of music in resistance. Explain how music could challenge the status quo, outsmart the enemy, and boost morale, while also serving purposes such as

---

7 Echoes and Reflections: A Multimedia Curriculum on the Holocaust (Anti-Defamation League, USC Shoah Foundation Institute, Yad Vashem, 2005), 203-207.
“express inner feelings, encouraging resilience and resistance, establishing identity, strengthening faith and courage, lament loss and current circumstances, and long for earlier and better times.”


Part 1: Songs of Resistance

3. Distribute copies of both resistance songs “The Soldiers of the Moors” and “Never Say That You Are Walking the Final Road” (Source Sheet H and I) to each student. Play recordings of these songs from the websites below. Instruct the students to listen to the music while reading the lyrics (in English) on their worksheet.

“The Soldiers of the Moors”

In 1933, Prisoners of the Börgermoor concentration camp in the wetlands of northwest Germany composed one of the first camp songs, Die Moorsoldaten or “The Soldiers of the Moor.” Ordered to sing by their Nazi captors, the prisoners composed the song as a reflection on the camp’s awful conditions and as a subtle challenge to their confinement. The song circulated widely during the Holocaust after inmates wrote the lyrics on paper. Die Moorsoldaten became an anthem of anti-Nazi fervor around the world.


“Never Say That You Are Walking the Final Road”

Inspired by the Warsaw Ghetto uprising, Hirsh Glik wrote the lyrics for Zog Nit Keynmol Az Du Geyst Dem Letstn Veg or “Never Say That You Are Walking the Final Road” while he was imprisoned in the Vilna Ghetto in 1943. Resistance fighters adopted the song as an anthem after it spread beyond the ghetto’s walls. Today, it is a popular choice at Holocaust remembrance ceremonies.

Recording available online: [https://bit.ly/2R9R6m7](https://bit.ly/2R9R6m7)

4. Draw two columns on the board, one for each song. Instruct the students to consider adjectives that describe each song. Choose volunteers to write adjectives in each column.

5. Lead the class in a discussion about each song and whether it is an example of active or passive resistance, what emotions they hear in the music or see in the lyrics, and why they think the songs had wide appeal.

6. Direct the students to the website [https://bit.ly/2UWSkjT](https://bit.ly/2UWSkjT) that features resistance songs from the Holocaust and ask each student to select one of the resistance songs featured in the sources section. Ask them to consider how the lyrics, language, themes, and emotions of these compare and contrast with the lyrics of “The Soldiers of the Moors” and “Never Say That You Are Walking the Final Road.” Discuss as a class each of these songs and their similarities and differences building upon the previous discussions.
Aafter the Allied forces defeated Germany in 1945, the full magnitude of Nazi atrocities began to emerge. British and American military photographers captured footage of concentration camps and killing centers. The evidence was used against Nazi war criminals at the Nuremberg trials.

Music left behind by victims of the Holocaust casts a long shadow both as a primary source and as a connection to individuals, families, and communities. In the ghetto at Vilna, tens of thousands of Lithuanian Jews endured illness and starvation. Many perished, leaving few records and personal items. Today, they are remembered through their music at concerts and remembrance ceremonies. According to Yad Vashem, Israel’s official memorial to the Holocaust, “The songs from the Vilna ghetto describe life and events within its walls… the songs bear witness to the tragedy and devastation in the ghetto, while connecting these events to the history of the Jewish people.”

Many Jewish musicians who fled Europe during the Holocaust joined orchestras around the world or composed music for the stage and screen. Polish violinist Bronislaw Huberman became an outspoken opponent of the Nazis. In the early 1930s, he invited Jewish musicians to Palestine where he established an “Orchestra of Exiles.” Today, his Israel Philharmonic Orchestra is one of the most renowned institutions in the world and plays a variety of works by Jewish and non-Jewish composers.

Learning Objectives:
- Explore the legacy of music in the Holocaust.
- Understand the importance of Holocaust memory.

Materials needed:
Pen/pencil, multi-color markers, construction paper, computers with internet access

12Grymes, 30-34.
Introduction:
1. Describe the role of music in Holocaust remembrance ceremonies around the world. Explain how music is sometimes the only connection to those who perished in the Holocaust.
2. Describe the rich music generated by a specific ghetto or camp such as the Vilna Ghetto (see Lesson 2 and 4) or Theresienstadt concentration camp (see Lesson 2).

Part 1: Music and Art
3. Assign one of the following songs to each student.
   - Shmerke Kaczerginski’s “Spring” recording available online: https://bit.ly/2Sgo8yb
     Lyrics available on Source Sheet E, page 25
   - Frieda Bursztyn Radasky’s “There Lies Treblinka” recording available online: https://bit.ly/2Lz4qLS
     Lyrics available on Source Sheet F, page 26
   - Mordecai Gebirtig’s “Our Town is Burning” recording available online: https://bit.ly/2AcbFEM
     Source Sheet G, page 27
   - “The Soldiers of the Moor” recording available online: https://bit.ly/2EGU2RB
     Lyrics available on Source Sheet H, page 28
   - “Never Say That You Are Walking the Final Road” recording available online: https://bit.ly/2R9R6m7
     Lyrics available on Source Sheet I, page 29
4. Instruct the students to listen to the online recordings and read the lyrics (lyrics available on Source Sheet E-I, pages 25-29).
5. Instruct the students to write one stanza or four lines inspired by the song on construction paper and decorate it appropriately. Encourage the students to be thoughtful and creative. Questions they might consider while writing these stanzas are:
   - What emotions does this music provoke?
   - What adjectives describe the music that you heard?
   - What was the composer trying to communicate?
   - What does the music tell us about the composer and his culture?

Part 2: Discussion
6. Each student should share their stanza and artistic design with the class. Display the students’ creations on the wall, and the stanzas will form an entire song.
Source Sheet A

“HORST-WESSEL-LIED” (THE HORST WESSEL SONG)

Short history:

SA officer Horst Wessel wrote the following lyrics before he was killed by enemies of the Nazi party in 1929. After his death, the Nazi party made the Horst-Wessel-Lied or “The Horst Wessel Song” its official anthem and sang it at mass rallies and gatherings.

Recording available online: http://legacy.fordham.edu/halsall/mod/horstwessel.asp

Lyrics

Flag high, ranks closed,
The S.A. marches with silent solid steps.
Comrades shot by the red front and reaction
march in spirit with us in our ranks.

The street free for the brown battalions,
The street free for the Storm Troopers.
Millions, full of hope, look up at the swastika;
The day breaks for freedom and for bread.

For the last time the call will now be blown;
For the struggle now we all stand ready.
Soon will fly Hitler-flags over every street;
Slavery will last only a short time longer.

Flag high, ranks closed,
The S.A. marches with silent solid steps.
Comrades shot by the red front and reaction
march in spirit with us in our ranks.¹³

Source B- Biography of Shmerke Kaczerginski

Born in Lithuania, Shmerke Kaczerginski was a Jewish poet and resistance fighter. During the Holocaust, he was imprisoned in the Vilna Ghetto where he organized musical performances and cultural events. He wrote lyrics for several songs that became hugely popular in the ghetto. “In ordinary times each song would probably have travelled a long road to popularity,” Kaczerginski later wrote, “But in the ghetto we observed a marvelous phenomenon: individual works transformed into folklore before our eyes.” Kaczerginski eventually escaped the ghetto and joined resistance fighters in the forest. After the war, he recorded music of the ghettos and of the resistance movement.

Frieda Bursztyn Radasky was born into a Jewish family in Warsaw, Poland. When Germany invaded Poland in 1939, Radasky was imprisoned near the Warsaw Ghetto as a kitchen worker. She and other young women composed the lyrics to “There Lies Treblinka” as a warning, because the Nazis were deporting prisoners of the ghetto to Treblinka extermination camp. Radasky survived the Holocaust and recorded the song in 1990.

Source D- Biography of Shmerke Kaczerginski

Born into a Jewish family in Kraków, Poland, Mordecai Gebirtig worked as a carpenter and songwriter. He wrote numerous songs that chronicled Jewish life before and during the Second World War. Gebirtig gained popularity around the world and earned the honorary title, “troubadour of the Jewish people.” His most famous song, “Our Town is Burning,” became an anthem of resistance in Kraków. Gebirtig was murdered by the Nazis in 1942.

Source Sheet E - “Friling” (Spring) Lyrics by Shmerke Kaczerginski

Poet and resistance fighter Shmerke Kaczerginski wrote the lyrics of Friling or “Spring” as a tribute to his wife who died in the Vilna Ghetto.

Lyrics

I roam through the ghetto from alley to alley,  
And I cannot find any haven;  
My beloved is not here, how can I bear it?  
Oh, people, at least say something.  
The blue sky illuminates my home  
But what benefit do I have from it now?  
I stand like a beggar at each gate,  
And beg for a little bit of sunshine.

Springtime, dispel my sorrow,  
And bring back my beloved, my adored one to me.  
Springtime, on your blue wings,  
Oh, take my heart with you and return joy to it.

This year springtime came very early,  
And my longing blossomed for you once again,  
I see you before me all laden with flowers,  
Happily you come to me.  
The sun showered the garden with its rays,  
The earth has sprouted its green.  
My adored one, my darling, where have you gone?  
You are never out of my mind.

Springtime, dispel my sorrow…

Source Sheet F - “Treblinke Dort” (There Lies Treblinka)
Lyrics By Frieda Bursztyn Radasky’s

A storm raged through the world,
Leaving people uprooted and homeless.
Without pity or sorrow, their world was destroyed.
The sun was torn from the heavens, and day turned into night.
There, not far, the Unschlagplatz lies waiting.
There, people push and shove for space in the railcars.
There, you hear the sound of a child crying to its mother,
“Why are you leaving? You will never come back to me!”
The police roughly shout the order: “Go!”
“You won’t feel a bit hungry. You’ll get three loaves of bread!”
But with those three kilos of bread, they did not know
That they were being driven to their deaths.
There lies Treblinka;
For everyone a final resting place.
Whoever goes there
Never comes back again.
The heart weeps when one recalls a sister or a brother
Who were murdered there.
The train is here waiting!
And there’s only one thing left to say,
“That I am for Treblinka!”

Source Sheet G - “Undzer shtetl brent!” (Our Town is Burning)
Lyrics by Mordecai Gebirtig

It’s burning, brothers! It’s burning!
Oh, our poor village, brothers, burns!
Evil winds, full of anger,
Rage and ravage, smash and shatter;
Stronger now that wild flames grow --
All around now burns!
And you stand there looking on
With futile, folded arms
And you stand there looking on --
While our village burns!

It’s burning, brothers! It’s burning!
Oh, our poor village, brothers, burns!
Soon the rabid tongues of fire
Will consume each house entire,
As the wild wind blows and howls --
The whole town’s up in flames!
And you stand there looking on
With futile, folded arms,
And you stand there looking on --
While our village burns!

It’s burning, brothers! Our town is burning!
Oh, God forbid the moment should arrive,
That our town, with us, together,
Should go up in ash and fire,
Leaving when the slaughter’s ended
Charred and empty walls!
And you stand there looking on
With futile, folded arms,
And you stand there looking on --
While our village burns!

It’s burning, brothers! Our town is burning!
And our salvation hands on you alone.
If our town is dear to you,
Grab the buckets, douse the fire!
Show that you know how!
Don’t stand there, brothers, looking on
With futile, folded arms,
Don’t stand there, brothers, douse the fire! --
Our poor village burns!

Source Sheet H - “Die Moorsoldaten” (The Soldiers of the Moor)
Lyrics by Johann Esser and Wolfgang Langhoff

Wherever we may cast our eye,
Moor and heath are all we find,
No bird sings to raise our spirits,
Here, the oaks are bent and bare.

We are the soldiers of the moor,
With spades in hand, we’re marching
To the moor.

Back and forth the sentry passes,
No one, no one, can escape;
To try to flee means certain death-
So tightly is the camp secure.

We are the soldiers of the moor,
With spades in hand, we’re marching
To the moor.

For us there’s surely no complaining-
Even winter has to pass;
One day with great joy we’ll cry out:
Homeland, you are mine again!

And then the soldiers of the moor,
Spades in hand, will march no more
To the moor.17

Source Sheet I - “Zog nit keynmol az du geyst dem letstn veg”  
(Never Say That You Are Walking the Final Road)  
Lyrics by Hirsh Glick

Never say that you are walking the final road,  
Though leaden skies obscure blue days;  
The hour we have been longing for will still come,  
Our steps will drum – we are here!

From green palm-land to distant land of snow,  
We arrive with our pain, with our sorrow,  
And where a spurt of our blood has fallen,  
There will sprout our strength, our courage.

The morning sun will tinge our today with gold,  
And yesterday will vanish with the enemy,  
But if the sun and the dawn are delayed –  
Like a watchword this song will go from generation to generation.

This song is written with blood and not with lead,  
It’s not a song about a bird that is free,  
A people, between falling walls,  
Sang this song with pistols in their hands.

So never say that you are walking the final road  
Though leaden skies obscure blue days.  
The hour we have been longing for will still come –  
Our steps will drum – we are here!18

Additional Resources

Teachers should review all resources provided in this guide before sharing them with students to determine the appropriateness for their class.

Music and the Holocaust: [www.holocaustmusic.ort.org](http://www.holocaustmusic.ort.org)

United States Holocaust Memorial Museum: [www.ushmm.org](http://www.ushmm.org)

Special online exhibit: Music of the Holocaust: Highlights from the Collection

Yad Vashem World Center for Holocaust Research: [www.yadvashem.org](http://www.yadvashem.org)

Special online exhibit Heartstrings: Music of the Holocaust

Additional Web Resources regarding Music and the Holocaust


Resources for Teachers: K-12 Educational Programs

The mission of the Museum of History and Holocaust Education is to support K-12 students and teachers in the study of World War II and the Holocaust. Our programs are free and flexible, and you can customize a program to fit your school's specific needs. We offer:

– Field Trips to the museum
– In-School Programs
– Traveling Trunks
– Traveling Exhibitions
– Online Teacher's Guides
– Summer Workshop for High School Students
– No Place for Hate Art and Writing Contest
– Professional Development Workshops
– On-Site Events

To reserve a program, or for more information, contact us at 470-578-2083 or by email at mhheeducation@kennesaw.edu.

The Legacy Series

The Museum of History and Holocaust Education's Legacy Series oral history program uses filmed interviews to preserve the experiences of Holocaust survivors, World War II veterans, and home front workers living in Georgia. Through our website, you can find short video clips excerpted from these filmed interviews, in which the individuals share their World War II and Holocaust experiences. We encourage you to use these in your classroom to support your teaching about World War II and the Holocaust, and to help your students meet history face to face.

historymuseum.kennesaw.edu/educators/legacy_series.php